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ABSTRACT
This study exploits unique survey data collected by the Swedish unions for graduate professionals
to analyze the individual outcome of decentralized wage bargaining. Comparing individuals who
have been part of a pay review process at the local level initiated by the union and employer
organizations we find that those who are part of the process in both private and public sectors have
higher wages than those who are not part of the process. The results also show that wages are
significantly lower for individuals who do not negotiate their wages compared with those who
negotiate themselves. Wages are significantly higher for individuals who negotiate with a manager
who has the power to set wages compared to those who negotiate with a manager who is not
allowed to set wages. Quantile regression results show that the outcome of participation in the pay
review talks decreases significantly over the wage distribution, while the outcome of individual wage
bargaining increases significantly over the distribution.

JEL-code: J51, J52, J32, J33, M12, M5

1. Introduction
Based on a monopoly union model both centralized and decentralized wage bargaining
system produce lower wages and higher employment than wage bargaining at the industry
level (Calmfors & Driffill 1988). The empirical results are mixed about the employment
effects, but they clearly show that the wage setting system affects wage structures and
earnings inequality.1 Generally, the effects have been identified by comparing EU-countries
and the United States using time series data that at most cover the early 1990s. During the
1990s there has been a tendency towards more decentralized wage setting in many
European countries (Boeri et al 2001). Therefore, union influences over wages might have
been reduced, while the individual and firm specific influences might have increased. It is
even possible that the union type of model no longer applies to many of the European
countries. However, so far little is known about the consequences of the recent changes of
the wage setting systems in Europe.
In this paper we analyze the consequences of decentralized wage bargaining in the
private and public sectors in Sweden. During the 1990s, the wage setting system has
changed from one where wages are set at industry level to one where wages are set at the
firm level.2 Some unions and employer organizations have even agreed that wages should
be set in direct wage bargaining between the employee and the manager. The changes
concern professional employees in particular, but there is an increase of local wage
agreements also among non-professional workers.3 The trend towards decentralized wage
setting has been strong especially in the public sector.
In contrast to previous studies, we analyze the individual effects of decentralized
wage setting using indicators of the degree of individualization of the wage setting. Many
unions and employer organizations have signed agreements of a so called pay review
system, which means that the local manager and the employee should meet and discuss
wages regularly. Unions have made recommendations to their members about what the
discussion should be about. The pay review system can be seen as an institutional
arrangement to formalize the decentralized wage formation process. If employers discuss
wages only with individuals who they want to keep in the firm then a relationship between
the reviewing process and wages can be interpreted in terms of efficiency wage theories
See Blau & Kahn (1999) and Katz & Autor (1999) for overviews of studies.
The degree of decentralization of wage setting is higher in Sweden than in any other Nordic country (Stokke
& Arup Seip 2003)
3 Data published by the National Mediation Office, show that wages are set fully or partly at the local level for
a majority of the employees on the Swedish labour market in 2002 (Medlingsinstitutet 2002).
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(see e.g. Weiss, 1991). For almost 100 000 professional employees we know if they have
been part of the reviewing process or not, and we use this as one indicator of decentralized
wage bargaining.
For a sub sample of employees we also know if they negotiated their wages on their
own, and whether or not they negotiated with a manager who had the power to set wages.
This means that we provide estimates of the actual outcome of individual wage bargaining
from two rather different bargaining situations. Another aspect of our analyses is that they
add new variables to individual wage equations. In Sweden, traditional human capital
variables have lost some of their explanatory powers during the 1990s (leGrand et al 2001).
One explanation might be that a decentralized wage setting system allows other factors
than conventional observed characteristics to influence wages. Our indicators capture some
of these other factors.
Yet another aspect of our analyses is that they investigate if it is possible to develop
measures of decentralization that can be included in quantitative analyses. For example,
Andersen agues that most of the results that he presents of the decentralization of wage
setting in Denmark is indirect since it is difficult to measure decentralization sufficiently
(Andersen 2003). Our indicators might provide some insights also to this problem.
The results show that individuals who participate in the review process have
significantly higher wages than those who does not participate. The results are strong for
women especially. The results also show that wages are significantly lower for individuals
who do not negotiate their wages compared with those who negotiate themselves. Wages
are significantly higher for individuals who negotiate with a manager who has the power to
set wages compared to those who negotiate with one who is not allowed to set wages.
Depending on the bargaining situation we observe a monthly wage differential of at most
five percent. Moreover, quantile regression results show that the outcome of the pay review
model as well as of individual wage bargaining vary significantly over the wage distribution.
The outcome of participation in the pay review talks decreases over the wage distribution,
while the outcome of individual wage bargaining increases over the distribution. Further,
cross-percentile tests show that there are heterogeneity in the outcome of individual wage
bargaining but only among those who negotiate with a manager who has the power to set
wages. In the 90th percentile the estimated wage differential is about 5.6 percent, compared
with 2.3 percent at the 10th percentile and the OLS-estimate of 4.0 percent.
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Sections 2 describes the institutional framework. Section 3 discusses empirical
problems and section 4 the data. Section 5 reports impact estimates of the wage review
process, section 6 the outcomes of individual wage bargaining, and section 7 the quantile
regression results. Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.
2. Institutional framework
There are three confederations of unions in Sweden. LO (Swedish Trade Union Confederation )
is the central organisation for 16 unions, organizing manual workers. The 16 affiliates have
1.9 million members, making LO the largest confederation in Sweden. TCO (Swedish
Confederation of Professional Employees) has 18 affiliated unions and 1.3 million members all of
whom are professional and qualified employees. SACO (Swedish Confederation of Professional
Associations) is a confederation of 26 independent associations. SACO is the smallest
confederation, with about 556 000 members in 2004, all of whom are academics or
professionals with a university or college degree.4 The data used in this study cover
individuals who are members of associations in SACO.
In the 1970s, SACO and the employer organisation signed non-binding central
agreements about wages. These agreements set the framework for the industry level wage
bargaining. Since the 1980s, central agreements are made at the industry level, between
each employer organisation and the unions that organize employees within that industry. In
the public sector, unions have formed cartels that handle the bargaining. But in the private
sector each union negotiate with the employers in the industry. During the 1990s, unions
and employers have signed agreements at the industry level about the framework for wage
bargaining at the local level. They provide a set of rules for the local wage bargaining
process and state how the process should continue in cases when representatives at the
local level cannot reach an agreement. However, unions and the employer at the local level
can decide not to follow the industry level recommendations. The most recent industry
level agreements include only general guidelines about wage formation. This means for
example that unions and employers at the local level can decide that wages should be set in
wage bargaining between the employee and the manager. They can also decide that wages
should be set in traditional negotiations between unions and employers.5

The number of members of unions within SACO increased from 330 000 in 1990 to 493 000 in 2000.
There are situations of unions at the industry level providing norms for the wage setting process at the local
level as well as situations of completely individualized wage bargaining with no influences from the union.
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There is a large variation in the degree of individual influences over wages among
members of unions within the SACO confederation. There is also a wide variety of
agreements. To get an overview we have put together all current agreements into four
general classes of agreements based on the degree of individualization. From table 1 we see
that wages for all members are set in local wage bargaining either between the union and
the employer or between an individual and a manager. Almost 60 percent of the members
are covered by agreements “with no-numbers”. This means that there are no industry level
agreements about wage margins, and that decisions about individual wages are made at the
local level. Wages for employees covered by these agreements will depend on profits if they
work in the private sector and the budget constraint if they work in the public sector.
Obviously, there are no individual guarantees for annual wage increases. These agreements
are common both in the public and private sectors.
<TABLE 1>
The second form of agreement concerns local wage formation with a cut-off regulating the
size of the wage margin. The agreement about the size of the margin has been made at the
industry level and it applies if the union and the employer cannot reach an agreement at the
local level. There are no individual guarantees, which means the individuals are at risk of
getting no wage increase. At the local level, the union and the employer bargain about both
the size of the wage margin and the distribution of the margin among individuals. This is
the second most common form of wage formation, covering 21 percent of the employed
members.
The third agreement covers 3 percent of the members. It includes industry level
agreement about the size of the margin as well as a guaranteed level of wage increase for
each individual. However, the local union and the employer still negotiate about the size of
the wage margin. They have to accept the cut-off decided at the industry level if they do
not reach an agreement.
The last form of agreement covers 18 percent of the employed members. It involves
local wage bargaining about the distribution of the wage margin, where the size of the wage
margin have been decided at the industry level. Even if they negotiate about the
distribution of the margin, the degree of decentralization is smallest within this type of
agreement compared to the other forms of agreements.
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Every industry level agreement includes policy statements about the role of wages
and factors that should influence individual wages. The ideas are similar to those developed
in economic theory. For example, when union/employer argue about the role of wages
they argue in terms of efficiency wage theories (e.g. Weiss 1991). In the agreement made by
one of the “wage bargaining cartels”6 for public sector employees one can read that “wages
shall provide incentives to improve the effectiveness of the organisation, productivity and
quality. Wages shall vary across individuals and depend on attained goals and the results of
the organisation. .....The purpose of wage formation is to create a process, linking
individual results to wage changes so that there will be positive relationships between
wages, motivation and results”7. Similar statements can be found in the other industry level
agreements as well.
A basic requirement for the decentralized wage bargaining process is that employees
and managers meet on a regular basis and discuss wages. Managers also need information
about individual performance in order to set fair wages for each individual. Therefore,
unions and employers at the industry level have developed and signed agreement about a
so called pay review model. 8 The model implies that the manager and the individual meet on a
regular basis to discuss individual performances and wages and eventually agree on a new
wage. According to the union,9 they should discuss results, new work tasks, on the job
training and the new wage. Preferably, the employer should be represented by a manager
with the power to set wages. The pay review should also serve as an instrument for
employers to stimulate and encourage employees, i.e. to give their view on individual
performances. Even if wages are not actually being set in the formalized pay review talks,
managers and employees should always discuss individual wages before they are set. If the
local union and the employer agree not to use the pay review model, wages are set in
traditional local wage bargaining processes between the union and the employer. When
they reach an agreement they sign a local collective agreement covering all employees in the
organisation.
The pay review model has been developed to structure the decentralized wage
formation process, and both the union and the employer supports the basic ideas of the
model. Therefore, the model can be considered as an institutionalized form of local wage
The cartel negotiate and sign agreements for many unions.
Our translation of the agreement (ÖLA01, § 1) which is written in Swedish.
8 Agreements about the pay review model were first made in the public sector.
9 Our translation of documents from the unions for Scientists, Graduate engineers, Business Administration,
Economics, Law, Computer and Systems Science.
6
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bargaining. Generally, local union representatives know when the individual pay review
talks are being held, which give them opportunities to influence employers decisions about
new pay scales. Unions also give advice to their members about what to bring up during
the talks, and they can give advice about wage bargaining strategies. The model has
formally been used for the first time during the present agreements.10
Union members sometimes negotiate themselves about their wages. Reasons for that
can be that there are no union representatives at the workplace or that the local agreement
says that individuals themselves should negotiate their wages. These members can seek
advice from union representatives at the industry level.
3. Empirical considerations
As a starting point we analyze the relationship between the review process and log
monthly wages for college educated employees who are union members. Consider the
following wage equation
Yit = β 0 + β1Di1 + β 2 X it + ε1it ,

1

where Yit is the log wage of monthly wages for individual i at time t, Di1 is a dummy
variable that indicates if the individual has participated in the review process, Xit is a vector
of individual characteristics and ε1it is a random error. The coefficient on Di1, β1 represents
the impact of participating in the review process in time t. This is the parameter of interest
in our first analysis.
A problem with the analysis is that there might be non-random differences between
college graduates who participate in the review process and those who do not participate,
which results in a biased estimate of β1. However, it is difficult to determined the direction
of the bias. On one hand, if the employer discusses wages only with individuals who they
consider to be most valuable to the organization, the estimate of β1 is probably biased
upward. On the other hand, if employers talks only with the least productive individuals or
those who are made redundant the estimate of β1 might be biased downward. Naturally,
there might also be a problem of individual self-selection into the wage review process.
Individuals with high-voices and sharp elbows (not necessarily the most productive
10

Many of these agreements are being re-negotiated in 2004.
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employees) might be viewed as important employees and therefore selected into the wage
review process. At the same time the selection of participants might be close to random.
For example, organisations with tight budgets might decide to raise wages of some specific
groups (e.g. individuals with below average wages, women or immigrants). If the group
contributes little to average wages or the wage increase is small, then the wage review
process might have little or no impact on wages. If employers speak to the majority who
does not get a wage increase the wage review process might even have a negative impact
on wages.
During the 1990s, traditional human capital variables have lost some of their
explanatory powers (leGrand et. al 2001). In Sweden, these changes coincide with the
development of a more decentralized wage setting process. The wage review variable that
we use captures previously unobserved information, which in turn might explain some of
the variation in individual wages. Therefore, it is important to investigate whether or not
the wage review variable has an impact on wages, even if there might be a problem of
selection bias.
Since employers use the pay review talks to present their view on employees, the
wage review variable can also be interpreted in terms of efficiency wage theories (e.g.
Weiss 1991). Employers might talk only with the most productive workers and give them
higher wages than others because they want them to stay in the firm. Employers might also
give employees who are part of the review process higher wages to make them more loyal
to the firm and perform even better the next period.
Our second analysis of the outcome of decentralized wage formation uses indicators
of individual wage bargaining. The empirical set up is as follows
Yit = β 0 + β 2 Di 2 + β 3 Di 3 + β 4 X it + ε 2

2

Yit is the log wage of monthly wages, Xit is a vector of individual characteristics and ε2it is a
random error. The new variables Di2 and Di3 are dummy variables that indicate if the
individual has bargained with a manager who does not have the power to set wages and if
she has bargained with a manager who has the power to set wages. They are compared
with individuals who have not negotiated their own wages. Both employees who negotiate
their wages and those who do not are members of the union. The coefficients on Di2 and
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Di3, β2 and β3 represent the impact of individual wage bargaining and are the parameters
of interests.
As discussed above the impact estimates might be biased due to systematic
differences between individuals who negotiate their own wages and those who do not
negotiate their own wages. Based on the same arguments as above it is also in this case
difficult to determine the direction of the bias.
To our knowledge their are no previous empirical study of the outcome of wage
bargaining between individuals and managers who have different influences over wage
decisions. Therefore it is not clear what to expect about the sign on the coefficients and
their relative sizes. Starting with the sign of the coefficients. Assume that all individuals are
covered by the same industry level agreements about no general wage increases.11 Also
assume that the employer will increase wages of some but not all individuals12, and that all
individuals who negotiate are considered to be more productive than those who do not
negotiate their wages.13 In this case, individuals who bargain will probably have higher
wages than individuals who do not bargain. This implies that β2 > 0 and β3 > 0. However,
the coefficients go towards zero when individuals who bargain about their wage are in
worse positions (e.g. at risk of receiving wage cuts or being laid off) than others, if the
employer has decided to freeze wages and if those who do not negotiate are represented by
a professional negotiator from the union (and those who negotiate themselves are bad
negotiators).
The size of the coefficients might differ. A manager with no power to set wages has
to discuss wages of her subordinates with other managers. They compare performances of
all individuals in the organization and each manager has to argue in favour of their
subordinates. If all managers have the same information about the employee’s
productivity, the share of wages that goes to each employee depends on a manager’s ability
to negotiate. A manager has less information about employee performances and ability
than employees themselves. Therefore, each employee can present more arguments than a

11 Individuals who do not negotiate their wages are members of the same unions as those who negotiate their
wages. Therefore, they are likely covered by the same industry level agreement, saying that wages should be
set in individual wage bargaining at the local level.
12 The earnings inequality seem to be higher in systems with decentralized wage setting systems at least at the
bottom of the wage distribuation (Blau & Kahn 1996).
13 Note that the indicators of individual wage bargaining might capture information about individual
productivity that is unobserved in traditional microeconomic studies.
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manager, suggesting that an employee receives higher wages when she negotiate herself
than when a manager negotiate for her and her co-workers. This implies that β2 > β3 .
The outcome of individual wage bargaining depends also on the employer’s ability to
increase wages (firms profits in the private sector and budget margins in the public sector).
It also depends on the employer’s view on wage dispersion. If employers are interested in
keeping a compressed wage structure the gains from individual wage bargaining might be
small at least in terms of wages. There are arguments for such employer behaviour. For
example, Levine (1991) argues that a compressed wage structure promote cohesiveness,
which makes firms willing to pay high wages also for less productive workers. Further,
Akerlof and Yellen (1991) argue that a compressed wage structure creates a good work
environment and improves productivity. This suggest that the impact of our indictors of
decentralized wage formation might be small.14
The impact of the wage review process as well as individual wage bargaining might
depend on individuals positions in the organisation. For example, the wage review process
might concern only employees with below average wages. Further, the outcome from a
wage bargaining in relation to a new position is probably different from one on the same
job. There are various ways to investigate the heterogeneity in the data. Here, we use
quantile regression to analyze if the outcome varies between individuals in different parts
of the wage distribution. With this technique we can estimate the θth quantile of log
monthly wages (yi) conditional on individual characteristics (xi) and our indicators of
decentralized wage formation (Di1,Di2 and Di3). The method assumes that qθ , which is the
value of yi conditional on xi, Di1,Di2 and Di3 in quantile θ is linear in the right hand side
variables. We estimate a model of the following general form
qθ ( yi ) = β 0θ + X i β1θ + Dβ 2θ + ε θi

(3)

where D represents all indicators of decentralized wage formation. But as before we
conduct separate analyses of the wage review process and the individual bargaining
indicators. The advantage with quantile regression is that it allows us to estimate the impact
of our indicators in different parts of the wage distribution, which is not possible in a

14 There are also arguments that an increase of the wage dispersion has a positive impact on individual
productivity (see e.g Lazear 1995).
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standard ordinary least squares regression.15 The estimated coefficients on the variables are
interpreted as the impact in quantile θ of the wage distribution. The model also assumes
that the standard errors are distributed independently of the right hand side variables, i.e.
homoskedastic errors. In our application the assumption is not fulfilled, and we use
bootstrapped standard errors to adjust for the problem. This means that we do not
understate the estimated standard errors.
4. Data
The data used in this study come from the Swedish Confederation of Professional
Associations (SACO), and have been collected through annual surveys of members. Each
union conducts the survey but administrators at SACO compiles the data. SACO also
analyses wage changes of all members, while each union conducts in dept analyses of their
own members. The data are used among others as input in the actual wage bargaining
process. There is a panel design but the questions that we use have so far been asked only
in recent surveys.
Our analyses are based on data that were collected in 2002, which was the first year
that a large sample of members was covered by questions about decentralized wage
formation. In 2002, 17 out of 26 unions run a survey of their members.16 These 17 unions
stand for about 50 percent of all employed members, and for about 75 percent of the
members in the private sector. We have been able to extract two samples containing 97 810
and 11 448 individuals. The large sample (SAMPLE 1) includes individuals who have
answered to questions about the pay review process (nine unions), and the small sample
(SAMPLE 2) includes individuals who have answered also to questions about individual
wage bargaining (four unions). The samples are analyzed separately. Table 2 reports some
basic information of the individuals included in the analyses. 17
The data contain detailed information about individual wages. We use monthly wages
(full-time equivalents), which includes wages from work and 1/12 of the calculated value of
bonuses, provisions and fringe benefits. The average monthly wage for sample 1 is 32 418
(about 3 240 euro).18 Due to the survey sampling design a majority of the individuals

Another advantage is that the method is robust to outliers on the dependent variable.
About 140 000 individuals answered the questionnaire, which is a response rate of 70 percent.
17 Tables A1 and A2 in the appendix include mean sample characterstics of sample 1 and sample 2 by sector.
18 At an exchange rate of 10 SEK/1 EURO.
15
16
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include in the analyses work in the private sector (60 percent), while only 17 percent work
in the municipal sector. 19 About 60 percent have been part of a pay review process.20
< TABLE 2 >
The table also includes the distribution of individuals by union. College degree is a
membership requirement, which means that the union variable correlates strongly with
education. The variable also correlates with profession, since a college degree in a specific
field is a requirement for many professions. There is a large share of engineers in sample 1.
Other large groups are individuals who are organized by Jusek - the Association of
Graduates in Law, Business Administration and Economics, Computer and Systems
Science, Personnel Management and Social Science (27.3 percent) and individuals
organized by Civek - the Association of Graduates in

Business Administration and

Economics (10.9 percent).
A majority of the individuals in sample 2 works in the public sector, 60 percent in the
municipal sector and 23 percent in the state sector. The reason for this skew ness is that
only four unions have asked questions about individual wage bargaining, and many
members of these unions work in the public sector. The public sector is the primary
employer of women, explaining the large share of women in sample 2. From the table we
also se that 30.9 percent of the individuals negotiated their own wage. About 22 percent
have bargained with a manager who has the power to set wages and 8 percent with a
manager who is not allowed to set wages.21 Individuals are distributed over four unions, 30
percent belongs to the union for physiotherapists, 25 percent documentation, information
and culture, 20 percent scientists and 20 percent occupational therapists.

19 Union of Teachers, association of University Teachers, Medical association and the Association of
Graduates in Social Science, Personnel, Public Administration, Economics and Social work did not ask the
questions about wage formation, and many of their members work in the public sector.
20 Table A1 in appendix shows that the share is larger among men (63 percent) than women (56 percent).
There are also differences across sectors. 66 percent of the individuals in the private sector report that they
have been part of a review process compared to 48 percent in the state sector and 53 percent in the municipal
sector.
21 Among those who have negotiated their wages, 72.4 percent have negotiated with a manager who has the
power to set wages and 27.6 percent with one who has no power over wages.
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5. The outcome of institutionalized local wage formation
Employees in the private sector have a long experience of wage setting at the local level
compared to employees in the public sector. Therefore, individuals who are part of the
wage review process in the private sector might benefit more from the situation than those
who participate in the public sector. Employers in the two sectors might also have different
experiences of the pay review talks. Moreover, the framework of the wage setting is rather
different in the two sectors. These differences motivate separate analyses of private and
public sectors.
Agell & Bennmarker (2002) analyze survey data on a representative sample of
employers in Sweden. The results show that women are less aggressive wage bargainers,
caring less about external wages, profits and firms ability to pay. They also show that firms
perceive a lesser need to create explicit incentive schemes (like career ladders) in a workenvironment dominated by female employees. Säve-Söderbergh (2003) uses unique data on
college graduates’ wage requests on their first job and find that women ask for lower
starting wages than men and that employers give a lower wage offer to women than men.
In all, the results suggest that women and men behave differently in a wage bargaining
situation. Therefore, we conduct separate analyses of women and men.
< TABLE 3 >
Table 3 reports the estimated wage premium of the pay review model for college educated
men and women in different sectors.22 The first column presents results for all men and
women controlling for sector, experience, union membership and a dummy variable which
is one if an individual hold a position as a manager.23 The other columns report estimates
for private sector, state and municipal sectors.
The results in column 1 for men show that participation of the review process has no
significant impact on the level of monthly wages. However, the results in the other
columns show that the impact varies across sectors. There is a significant negative
relationship between the review process and wages in the state sector, and a significant
positive relationship in the municipality sector. The wage differential is about 2 percent,
which amounts to about 790 EURO per year based on mean sample wages. Interpreting
The complete results are available from the authors upon request.
These variables seem to explain more of the variation in individual wages than traditional human capital
variables (see e.g Regnér 2002).

22
23
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the results in terms of efficiency wage theories suggest that employers in the municipal
sector talks with individuals who are relative important to the organization. They give them
a relative wage increase to provide incentives to stay in the organization. In the state sector
employers talk with the least productive employees. However, the impact on wages in the
state sector is very small.
Let us instead view the results in terms of selection, i.e. differences in unobserved
factors between participants and non-participants in the review talks. The results would
then suggest that there is a positive selection (those with the highest unobserved
productivity participate) of men in the municipal sector and a negative selection in the state
sector. This implies that the pay review process serves different purposes within the public
sector.
The results for women reported in the four last columns of table 3 show that there is
a significant wage differential between participants and non-participants in the review
process in all sectors. The average impact is 2.5 percent, which amounts to about 990
EURO per year evaluated at the means of sample 1. The result is statistically significantly
different from the result for men. In contrast to men, the relationship between the pay
review talk and monthly wages is positive and significant in all sectors. Women in the
private sector as well as in the public sector who participate in the review talks have
significantly higher wages than those who do not participate. The stability of the results
across sectors indicates that the pay review system serves the same purposes in all sectors
for women.24
The significant differences in the results between women and men suggests that
employers treat men and women differently within the pay review system at least in the
private and state sectors. One mechanism can be that employers in these sectors can afford
only small wage changes and because of the political focus on the gender wage gap decide
to adjust mainly female wages. Among women employers choose those who are most
productive. If this is true then the pay review system might help in identifying and adjusting
for unexplained wage differentials between men and women.25 Another interpretation is
that women who participates in the review process prepare themselves more thoroughly
than male participants before entering the pay review talks. Women provide strong
If these results hold also on the aggregate level, they may suggest that a more decentrlized wage formation
process leads to a larger wage dispersion.
25 Säve-Söderbergh (2004) shows that female business graduates receive significantly lower wages at their first
job than male graduates. Such differences might be adjusted through the pay review process.
24
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arguments for a wage increase while men do not, suggesting that women on average are
better wage negotiators than men.
The results presented in this section also show that the indicator of decentralized
wage setting captures aspects of local wage formation that are important for individual
wages. This is encouraging since it suggests that it is possible to develop indicators of local
wage formation that can be used in quantitative analyses.
6. The outcome of individual wage bargaining
Information about individual wage bargaining at the local level can be considered as a
direct measure of local wage formation. Table 4 presents the estimated outcomes of
individual wage bargaining for a sample of college graduates who are members of the union
but have negotiated themselves. There are two estimates, one for individuals who have
negotiated with a manager who is not allowed to set wages and another for individuals who
have negotiated with a manager who has the power to set wages. The estimates have been
obtained by comparing individuals who negotiate their wages with individuals who do not
negotiate. The comparison group has either had a union representative negotiating for
them or belong to a group of employees who have not been up for a wage raise.
Table 4 includes estimates for all employees and for employees in private and public
sectors. Here we do not report separate estimates for women and men, since it turned out
that the results are similar in the groups and we cannot reject the hypothesis that the
impact is the same for women and men.
< TABLE 4 >
The estimates for all employees show that individuals who themselves negotiate their wages
have higher monthly wages than those who do not negotiate their own wages. But as
shown in the table there are significant differences between those who negotiate with a
manager with no power to set wages and those who negotiate with one who has the power
to set wages. The estimated outcome of the wage bargaining for the latter group is more
than twice the outcome for the former group. Obviously, the outcome of individual wage
bargaining depends on managers bargaining power.
The outcome of individual wage bargaining varies across sectors. However, in all
sectors the outcome is significantly larger for individuals negotiating with a manager who
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has the power to set wages. The difference in outcome between the two bargaining
situations is large especially in the private and municipal sectors. In these sectors monthly
wages are more than 4 percent higher for individuals who negotiate with a manager with
the power to set wages compared to individuals who do not negotiate themselves. This
amounts to about 1 093 EURO per year based on average wages for the sample. There are
no major differences between individuals who negotiate with a manager who has no power
over wages and those who do not negotiate at all.
Individuals who negotiate their wages themselves might possess some unobserved
skills affecting the outcome that individuals who do not negotiate themselves do not have.
As a consequence we might overestimate the impact of individual wage bargaining. On the
other hand, individuals who negotiate with managers who has power over wages and those
who negotiate with one who does not have the power probably possess similar unobserved
characteristics. This suggests that both estimates might be overestimated. But even if an
adjustment of unobserved differences would led to a 50 percent reduction of the estimates
there would still be a significant impact of wage bargaining with a manager who has power
to set wages. In the next section we present some more evidence about the heterogeneity in
the outcome of individual wage bargaining, that may shed some additional light on
selection issues.
7. Quantile regression results
The pay review process might serve different purposes for individuals at different positions
within a organization. For example, employers can use the review process to encourage
high productivity individuals at low paying position and to punish low productivity
individuals at a high paying position. The outcome of individual wage bargaining can also
vary between individuals at different positions in the organization. For example, individuals
at high paying positions might be managers and used to present themselves and even to
negotiate with co-workers and customers, while those at low paying positions can have
little experience of individual wage bargaining.
There are various ways to analyze potential heterogeneity in the outcome of the
indicators of decentralized wage bargaining. We use quantile regression which allows us to
examine the relationship between wages and the indicators in different parts of the wage
distribution. We choose to divide the distribution into percentiles, running the regression
on each percentile simultaneously. The estimates of the variance is obtained by
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bootstrapping. We estimate the full covariance matrix of the estimators, including betweenpercentile blocks which allow us to perform cross-percentile tests. In particular we
investigate whether the results are the same in p10 compared with p50 and p50 compared
with p90.
The models are specified in the same way as those used in previous sections. There
are significant differences in the impact of wage review talks between women and men in
every percentile except the two lowest percentiles, p10 and p20. But there are no significant
differences between men and women in the individual wage bargaining variables. Therefore
we conduct separate analyses of women and men only with respect to the pay review talks.
Table 5a reports outcomes of the pay review talks for men, and the results show that
the outcome varies across the wage distribution. There is a positive and significant
relationship between the pay review variable and monthly wages up to the 40th percentile.
There are no significant relationships in the middle of the distribution but there is a
negative and significant relationship in the top three percentiles. It seems as if the review
talks have a low wage profile, men at the bottom of the wage distribution benefit from the
pay review talks while men at the top suffer. Cross percentile tests also reject the
hypothesis that the coefficient is the same in p10-p50 and p50-p90 (F-values are 38.75 and
59.36). This suggest that there is heterogeneity in the outcome of pay review talks among
men.
< TABLE 5a >
The results for women are reported in table 5b, and as for men the outcome of the pay
review talks decreases over the wage distribution. The outcome is about 3 percent in the
bottom of the distribution and about 1 percent at the top. The point estimates vary less
among women than men, and there is no negative estimate among women. Cross
percentile tests do not reject the hypothesis that the coefficient of the pay review variable is
the same at p10 and p50 (F-value=1.19) but the test rejects that they are the same at p50
and p90 (F-value=35.13). This suggests that there are heterogeneity in the outcome of the
pay review talks among women as well.
In all, the results suggest that there is a low wage profile of the pay review talks
among both men and women. Men and women who participate in the pay talks and who
are at the bottom of the wage distribution have higher wages than those who do not
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participate, and at the top of the wage distribution participants benefit less from the pay
talks or even receive lower wages than participants.
< TABLE 5b >
Table 6 reports the outcome of individual wage bargaining for all employees, since there
are no significant gender differences with respect to these variables. There are significant
differences between individuals who negotiate their own wages compared to those who do
not negotiate their wages in every percentile. The wage differential increases over the wage
distribution, and the pattern is the same for those who negotiate with a manager who has
the power to set wages and those who negotiate with one who is not allowed to set wages.
Comparing the results with those presented in previous section, we se that the coefficients
are smaller in the bottom of the wage distribution and larger at the top of the distribution.
F-tests do not reject the hypothesis that the coefficient of bargaining with a manager
without power to set wages is the same in p10 compared with p50 (F-value=0.16) and p50
compared with p90 (F-value 1.17). However, the tests reject the hypothesis for bargaining
with a manager who has the power to set wages (F-values are 9.11 and 12.16). In p90 the
estimated wage differential is about 5.6 percent, compared with for example 2.3 percent in
the 10th percentile.
< TABLE 6 >
8. Summary and concluding remarks
The results in this study show that it is possible to develop indicators of decentralized wage
formation that can be used in quantitative analyses. We have used two indicators, one
showing whether or not individuals have participated in organized pay review talks with
their employers, and another which shows if individuals have negotiated their own wages.
The reason for focusing on the first indicator is that unions and employers in Sweden has
developed a wage review model, which implies that managers and employers meet and
discuss wages on a regular basis. The idea behind the model is to provide a structure for
the new system of decentralized wage formation.
The indicators are significant in the traditional individual wage equations. Obviously,
they capture aspects of local wage formation which are important for individual wages.
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This is also an important result since analyses of changes of the wage structure seem to
show that traditional human capital variables have lost some of their explanatory powers at
least in Sweden. These changes coincide with the development of a more decentralized
system of wage formation: With such a system it is easier to increase wages based on other
factors than those typically included in data, and the indicators used in this study might
capture some of these previously unobserved factors.
The results also show that individuals who themselves negotiate their wages have
significantly higher wages than those who do not negotiate. Moreover, individuals who
negotiate with a manager who has the power to set wages have higher wages than those
who negotiate with a manager with no power over wages. We observe a wage differential
of about 4.0 percent for those who negotiate with a manager who has power over wages
compared with 1.8 percent for those who negotiate with one who is not allowed to set
wages. This suggests that the outcome of individual wage bargaining depends on managers
bargaining power.
Quantile regression results show that the outcome of the pay review model as well as
individual wage bargaining vary over the wage distribution. There is a low wage profile of
the pay review model, individuals at the bottom of the wage distribution who participate in
the pay talks have higher wages than those who do not participate. At the top of the wage
distribution participants benefits less from the pay talks or even receive lower wages than
participants. The results indicate that employers use the review process to encourage high
productivity individuals at low paying positions while they punish low productivity
individuals at high paying position. Cross percentile tests show that there are heterogeneity
in the outcome of the wage review talks.
The quantile regression results also show that wage differentials increase over the
wage distribution for individuals who negotiate with a manager who has the power to set
wages as well as for those who negotiate with one who is not allowed to set wages. Crosspercentile tests show that there are heterogeneity in the outcome of individual wage
bargaining but only among those who negotiate with a manager who has the power to set
wages. In the 90th percentile the estimated wage differential is about 5,6 percent, compared
with 2.3 percent at the 10th percentile and the OLS-estimate of 4.0 percent. It seems as if
individuals at high paying jobs are better wage negotiators than individuals at low paying
jobs.
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Table 1 Agreement models among the unions within SACO and the number and
percentage of members covered by each model, 2002
AGREEMENT MODEL

Number of
members

%

1. Local wage formation without nationally determined
wage margin (no-numbers)

208 000

57

2. Local wage formation with a cut-off regulating the
size of the margin. No guarantees of individual wage
margins.

78 000

21

3. Local wage formation with a cut-off regulating the
size of the margin. Guarantees of individual wage
margins.

11 000

3

4. Local wage formation. Bargaining about the
distribution of wage margin decided at the industry
level.

67 000

18

TOTAL

364 000

100

Note: Students, self employed, members of more than one union and members in firms that have not
signed collective agreements are not included.

Table 2 Sample means of variables used in the analyses, 2002
VARIABLES

SAMPLE 1

SAMPLE 2

monthly wages
years of experience

32 416 (14 100)
13.9 (10.4)

22 788 (5 608)
14.7 (10.3)

% women
% private sector
% state sector
% municipality sector
% pay review
% negotiated with a manager with no power to set wages
% negotiated with a manager with power to set wages
% do not negotiate their wages

43.7
59.6
23.3
17.0
59.6
---

77.7
17.6
22.0
60.4
50.7
8.5
22.4
69.1

% managers

21.5

12.4

Distribution of individuals by unions, %
Business Administration and economics, Civek
10.9
-Law, Computer and Systems Science, Jusek
27.7
-Graduate engineers, CF
41.6
-Teachers, LR
0.4
-Social science, personnel, public administration, SSR
1.9
-Physiotherapists, LSR
5.6
34.2
Occupational Therapists, FSA
3.3
19.8
Documentation, Information and Culture, DIK
4.7
25.2
Scientists, NATVET
3.8
20.8
Number of individuals
97 810
11 448
Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Experience is number of years since college graduation.
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Table 3 The relationship between wage review and the level of monthly wages
Right hand
side variables
1. Pay review

All

MEN
Private State

Municipal

All

WOMEN
Private State

-0.000
0.002
-0.009*
0.021**
0.025**
0.026**
(0.002)
(0.003) (0.004)
(0.006)
(0.002)
(0.003)
2. Experience
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
3. Sector
yes
--------yes
--4. Union
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
5. Manager
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
# individuals
55 042
38 378 11 803
4 861
42 768
19 958
Adj R2
0.52
0.46
0.51
0.57
0.54
0.44
** statistically significant at the 1 % level, * statistically significant at the 5 % level.

0.022**
(0.004)
yes
--yes
yes
11 028
0.46

Municipal
0.022**
(0.002)
yes
--yes
yes
11 782
0.56

Table 4 The outcome of individual wage bargaining
Right hand side variables

ALL

PRIVATE

STATE

MUNICIPAL

1a Manager with no power to set
wages

0.018**
(0.005)

0.028
(0.016)

0.011
(0.013)

0.009*
(0.004)

1b Manager with power to set
wages

0.040**
(0.003)

0.047**
(0.010)

0.026*
(0.012)

0.043**
(0.003)

2. Women

yes

yes

yes

yes

3. Experience

yes

yes

yes

yes

4. Sector

yes

yes

yes

yes

5. Union

yes

yes

yes

yes

6. Manager

yes

yes

yes

yes

# of individuals

11 448

2 012

2 517

6 919

Prob. value for test of H0: 1a=1b

0.0000

0.2419

0.4015

0.0000

0.53
0.49
0.48
0.46
Adj R2
** statistically significant at the 1 % level, * statistically significant at the 5 % level. Standard
errors in parentheses.
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Table 5a The impact of wage review talks in different parts of the wage distribution for
men. Simultaneous quantile regression.
Right hand P10
side
variables

P20

P30

P40

P50

P60

P70

P80

P90

1. Pay
review
2. Exper.
3. Sector
4. Union
5. Manager

0.016**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.011**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.008**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.002
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

-0.005
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

-0.012**
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

-0.016**
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

-0.021**
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

55 042

55 042

55 042

55 042

55 042

55 042

55 042

55 042

0.022**
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

# individual 55 042

0.312
0.336
0.347
0.349
0.346
0.340
0.331
0.326
0.319
Pseudo R2
** statistically significant at the 1 % level, * statistically significant at the 5 % level. Bootstrap standard
errors in parentheses.

Table 5b The impact of wage review talks in different parts of the wage distribution for
women. Simultaneous quantile regression.
Right hand
side
variables

P10

P20

P30

P40

P50

P60

P70

P80

P90

1. Pay review
2. Experience
3. Sector
4. Union
5. Manager

0.031**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.030**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.030**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.032**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.028**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.024**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.019**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.017**
(0.002)
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.009*
(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes

# individuals

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

42 768

0.221
0.282
0.325
0.351
0.369
0.381
0.389
0.395
0.395
Pseudo R2
** statistically significant at the 1 % level, * statistically significant at the 5 % level. Bootstrap standard
errors in parentheses.
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Table 6 The outcome of individual wage bargaining in different parts of the wage
distribution. Simultaneous quantile regression.
Right hand
side variables
1a.Bargaining
with a
manager
with no
power to set
wages
1bBargaining
with a
manager
with power
to set wages
2.Experience
3. Sector
4. Union
5. Manager

P10

P30

P40

P50

P60

P70

P80

P90

0.014** 0.016**
(0.004) (0.003)

0.014**
(0.003)

0.016**
(0.003)

0.015**
(0.003)

0.015**
(0.004)

0.017**
(0.005)

0.019**
(0.006)

0.023**
(0.007)

0.023** 0.027**
(0.003) (0.002)

0.031**
(0.003)

0.033**
(0.003)

0.035**
(0.003)

0.037**
(0.004)

0.039**
(0.004)

0.047**
(0.004)

0.056**
(0.006)

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

11 448

11 448

11 448

11 448

11 448

11 448

11 448

11 448

# individuals 11 448

P20

0.181
0.227
0.263
0.297
0.329
0.361
0.399
0.418
0.443
Pseudo
** statistically significant at the 1 % level, * statistically significant at the 5 % level. Bootstrap standard
errors in parentheses.
R2
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APPENDIX
Table A1
Sample characteristics of male and female employees in different sectors, sample 1.
Standard errors in parenthesis
MEN

WOMEN

All

Private

State

Municipal

All

Private

State

Municipal

Wage review, %
Manager, %

36 400
(15117)
15.3
(10.7)
62.8
27.6

38 841
(16241)
14.0
(10.1)
67.5
29.2

31 299
(10172)
18.1
(11.5)
48.2
21.5

29 504
(9805)
18.6
(10.9)
60.3
29.3

27 290
(10670)
12.3
(9.7)
55.6
13.6

30 867
(12655)
10.4
(8.6)
63.4
18.3

26 143
(8585)
13.1
(10.3)
47.1
10.3

22 303
(5021)
14.7
(10.2)
50.5
8.8

Sector (%):
Private
State
Municipality

70.0
21.4
8.8

----

----

----

46.7
25.7
27.5

----

----

----

9.4

10.4

6.9

7.1

12.9

20.4

9.2

3.7

24.0

15.4

46.0

38.5

32.5

27.8

56.9

17.5

58.6

70.2

33.6

27.9

19.7

34.2

10.7

3.7

0.2

0.3

--

--

0.6

1.3

--

--

0.9

1.3

--

--

3.2

6.9

--

--

1.2

0.3

0.1

10.7

11.1

3.3

1.5

33.4

0.2

0.01

0.1

1.7

7.4

0.6

1.6

24.2

1.9

0.6

4.1

7.4

8.3

3.1

11.0

14.6

3.5

1.3

9.2

6.7

4.2

2.3

9.0

2.9

19 958

11 028

11 782

Monthly wages
Years of experience

Union (%):
Business
Administration and
economics, Civek
Law, Computer and
Systems Science, Jusek
Graduate engineers,
CF
Teachers, LR
Social science,
personnel, public
administration, SSR
Physiotherapists, LSR
Occupational
Therapists, FSA
Documentation,
Information and
Culture, DIK
Scientists, NATVET

# individuals
55 042
38 378
11 803
4 861
42 768
Not: Experience is years since college graduation. Standard deviation in parantheses.
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Table A2
Sample characteristics of employees in different sectors, sample 2.

Monthly wages
Years of experience
Women, %
Manager, %
Wage review, %
Negotiated with a
manager with no
power to set wages, %
Negotiated with a
manager with power
to set wages, %
Did not negotiate their
wages, %
Union (%):
Physiotherapists, LSR
Occupational
Therapists, FSA
Documentation,
Information and
Culture, DIK
Scientists, NATVET

Private

State

Municipal

26 224
(8247)
14.4
(10.6)
67.6
13.2
50.6
8.0

24 624
(6001)
15.3
(10.9)
61.1
15.6
44.8
6.6

21 122
(3426)
14.6
(10.1)
86.6
8.3
52.9
9.3

40.0

8.3

22.4

52.0

85.1

68.3

32.0
4.6

5.1
5.3

45.4
29.6

27.5

41.4

18.6

35.9

48.2

6.4

# individuals
2 012
2 517
6 919
Not: Experience is years since college graduation. Standard deviation in parantheses.
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